
Renaissance Public School Academy 
SPECIAL EDITION NEWSLETTER! 

Friday, August 25, 2020 
 
So it will come as no surprise that our students, families and staff, both at school and at a 
distance NAILED IT this week.  Special thanks to everyone from students, to families, to staff 
for making our first week both safe and enjoyable.  
 
But today we want your full attention on drop off and pick up procedures so we are keeping it 
short and sweet. 
 

● EVERYONE is asked to stay in the right lane and go around the full loop for drop off and 
pick up. 

○ Cars with ONLY Middle School students to drop off may use the left lane and 
pull around past the crosswalk for drop off near the north end of the sidewalk.  

● Our congestion is from 7:45-7:50 a.m. and from 3:25-3:35 p.m.  PLEASE try to come a 
bit later as we work out the kinks in our plan.  The parking lot is almost empty by 3:40 
p.m. and we will wait with your children until 4:00 each day.  

● If you arrive after 8:00 a.m. please drop your child off at the main doors but DO NOT 
walk them into the building.  Miss Tina will sign them in when they arrive.  Guests are 
not allowed in the lobby before 9:00 a.m. 

 
WHEN IT RAINS...AND IT IS PROBABLY GOING TO RAIN TODAY! 

● Remain in your vehicle in the pick up loop and watch for a staff member to 
approach your car. 

● When someone approaches your car, tell them the last name and grade of your 
student.  A radio call will be made to send the student out their assigned door. 
Families with multiple children will need to pull up to each exit.  

● PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE show up later rather than earlier on rain days.  
 
THINGS WE ARE WORKING ON FOR NEXT WEEK… 

● Every family will have a name plate to display in the window of their vehicle.  This will 
allow staff to simply look for the color (which will indicate the team) and the last name 
of the student. 

● We are considering lengthening the drop off and pick up times for more flexibility for 
families.  

 
Thank you for your partnership and patience! 


